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Comparison between Centralized and Decentralized
Storage Energy Management for Direct Wave

Energy Converter Farm
Thibaut Kovaltchouk, Anne Blavette, Judicaël Aubry, Hamid Ben Ahmed and Bernard Multon,Member, IEEE

Abstract—This article compares the sizing of distributed En-
ergy Storage Systems (ESS) with two control types in order to
smooth a Direct Wave Energy Converter(DWEC) Farm Produc-
tion, namely a centralized one that deals with the PCC power
with aggregated information and a decentralized one that deals
with each unit with only local information. The main objective is
to compare the two controls on the basis of their life cycle cost.
The ESS is necessary for grid integration in the case considered
here due to the flicker constraint. The co-optimization strategies
for both the sizing and the management of an ESS are based on
a rule-based energy management and a sequential approach to
deal with the power quality constraint. This management strategy
has been optimized for each size in order to reduce aging speed
while respecting the flicker criterion. The final design is expected
to minimize total system cost. The centralized control clearly
allowed smaller capacity. However, it may lead to an increase in
cables losses compared to the decentralized case, althoughit is
expected to be negligible under the conditions considered in this
paper. The confirmation of this hypothesis will be the objective
of future work.

Index Terms—Electrical Energy Storage System, Supercapac-
itors, Life Cycle Cost, Aging, Design optimization, Life Esti-
mation, Power Smoothing, Direct Wave Energy Converter, Grid
Integration, Power Quality, Flicker.

I. I NTRODUCTION

GRID integration of some renewables (e.g. wave energy)
is a major challenge. In particular, the large power fluctu-

ations generated by wave energy converters may impact power
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quality significantly. This impact is all the more important
regarding Direct Wave Energy Converters (DWEC) for which
the wave power fluctuations are not smoothed in the energy
conversion chain.

In particular, flicker, a power quality criteria, has been
identified as an important constraint for wave energy [1], [2],
[3]. Indeed, the combination of the weak grid (which can be
the case with a near-shore distribution grid) and fluctuations
in production can cause significant flicker non-compliance.
Smoothing the production with an Energy Storage System
(ESS) is one way to solve this grid integration problem. The
wave farm considered in this study is composed of 19 units
with the SEAREV technology (see Fig. 1).

In this paper, we call decentralized control an energy
management that takes into account only local information
with only local decision, and so have local consequences.
On the other hand, the centralized control uses aggregated
information to make a global decision on each storage units.
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Fig. 1. Smoothing the power produced by a Wave Energy Converter farm
thanks to on-board Energy Storage Systems for the purpose ofsatisfying a
flicker constraint: Decentralized (a) vs. centralized (b) control

Many storage technologies have been investigated in or-
der to smooth wave energy production; supercapacitors[4],
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flywheels [5] or Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage
(SMES) [6]. But few studies justify technically and economi-
cally the need of an energy storage system for wave farm grid
integration and quantify the impact of such systems on the
energy cost. The purpose of this study therefore is to minimize
the ESS cost while ensuring the power quality constraint to
be satisfied (Fig. 1).

Life cycle cost analyses (see Fig. 2) have rarely been
included in the sizing process [7][8]. The life cycle analysis
conducted for this problem with a decentralized (or localized)
control under similar hypotheses has already been presented in
[9] and a comparison with power Li-ion battery technology has
been presented in [10]. Centralized (or coordinated) control
can have a great impact on the need of storage capacity, as
will be seen in this article.

To the best of our knowledge, life-cycle cost comparison
between centralized and decentralized ESS management has
never been studied before. Other comparisons between central-
ized and decentralized management have been done in other
contexts, for instance for Electrical Vehicles [11], but with a
global cost information used in the decentralized management,
that does not correspond to our definition. Other centralized
controls have been investigated for wind farms in order to
participate in frequency regulation [12] [13]. Another study
[14] proposed a coordinated control of a wave farm in order
to maximize energy conversion. But, in all these cases, no
Energy Storage Systems (ESS) are considered.

Fig. 2. Life cycle cost analysis applied to storage capacitysizing using
electric, thermal and aging models with an optimized management strategy

II. M ODELS AND HYPOTHESES

A. Hydrodynamic models

The hydrodynamic, control and electrical simulations used
to obtain power time-series are fully described in [15] and
[16]. They use usual hypothesis: a linear approach in order to
model the hydrodynamic forces, under the assumptions of a
perfect fluid, small wave steepness and small body motions
[15], with irregular wave as an input of the model (obtained
from a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum). The control strategy is
passive with a linear damping and a power leveling (1.1 MW)
[16].

The model of the farm use time-shifting dependent of
the position, as can be described in [17], with a constant
part (average position), and a random part. The minimal

distance between two units is 200 m, with a compact topology
(honeycomb) [18].

B. Rule-based Energy Management

The complete system with all its power flows is illustrated
in Figure 1.

The effects of losses on the dynamic behavior of the system
are not significant, and so are neglected. With this assumption,
the ESS is considered as a pure integrator. This assumption is
often used for this type of problems, and can be summarized
by the following equations:

dESto i

dt
= PSto i(t) (1)

PSto i(t) = PProd i(t)− PUnit i(t) (2)

with ESto i andPSto i, respectively, the stored energy and the
power in the ESS of the uniti, PProd i the power produced by
the DWECi, andPUnit i the power injected into the substation
by the uniti.

The decentralized energy management is a rule-based con-
trol strategy [19], which uses only local information (local
production and local State-of-Energy):

PSto i(t) = α
(

PProd i(t)− PMin

)

−ESto i(t)− EMin

τ
(3)

With PMin the minimum value of the power produced by one
unit of production (0 MW in our case).

Three adjustment parameters are found in this management
rule, i.e.: EMin, τ and α, which respectively denote the
minimum stored energy, the storage time constant, and a ratio
(bounded between 0 and 1) that is proportional to the share of
smooth power within the power injected into the substation.
These parameters can be adjusted for optimizing objectives
and respect constraints. The management rule is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Rule-based management strategy for the decentralized control: stored
powerPSto as a function of the power produced (x-axis) and the ESS State
of Energy (y-axis).α is a parameter bounded between 0 and 1.

The centralized energy management is the same rule-based
control strategy, but with each ESS considered asN identical
parts of an equivalent bigger ESS (N = 19, the number
of units). So this strategy uses only global, or aggregated,
information (the total production and the global State-of-
Energy) in order to coordinate the management of all storage
units:

PSto i(t) = αC
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(

PProd i(t)− PMin

)

− 1

N

N
∑

i=1

ESto i(t)− EMinC

τC
(4)
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In this case, the energies stored and the powers in each ESS
are identical that is the best solution to reduce globally the
losses and the aging in the ESS (because they are both convex
functions). This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Because all storage
systems can’t have exactly the same electrical characteris-
tics (phenomenon of dispersion), the centralized management
would need a balancing layer that is not described here.

Fig. 4. Centralized management: the Energy Storage Systemsare controlled
like a big equivalent Energy Storage System with each Storage having the
same state

C. Flicker Definition and Standards

To enable grid integration, energy producers must meet
some constraints on the power quality. The limitation of
voltage fluctuations (in particular flicker) is a critical constraint
for WECs.

Flicker is a visible and objective change in brightness of
a light source due to rapid fluctuations in the power supply
voltage. These fluctuations are caused by variations in either
active or reactive power to the network [20], in our case by
the active power fluctuations from the wave farm . Beyond
a certain amplitude, these rapid fluctuations (in a range from
5 mHz to 33 Hz) may cause humans to suffer from fatigue,
irritability, cause epileptic seizures, but can also causeprema-
ture aging of electrical devices [21]. So these fluctuationsare
constrained by flicker standards to keep them limited (see Fig.
5).
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Fig. 5. Flicker constraint:Pst = 1 curve for regular rectangular voltage
changes according to the IEC 61000-4-15 Standard. The zone above the curve
corresponds to visual irritation for the customer. Voltagefluctuations due to
power from WEC typically fall between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz.

Two flicker severity indexes are typically used in grid codes
[22], [23] and standards [20], [24]:

• The short-term flicker severity indexPst is measured over
a 10-minute period,

• The long-term flicker severity indexPlt is measured over
2 hours.

The long-term flicker severity indexPlt is calculated with
twelve consecutive values of the short term flicker severity
indexPsti:

Plt =





1

12

12
∑

i=1

P 3
sti





1/3

(5)

Flicker measurement with a flickermeter is defined in the
IEC 61000-4-15 Standard [20]. A flickermeter installed in
Matlab is used [25]. Further details on the use of this flicker-
meter can be found in [19].

We make the hypothesis that the flicker severity index, for
the frequency range considered here, is proportional to the
standard deviation of the power produced and that the distance
between the units is sufficiently great to consider that their
individual power production is independent from one another.
Thanks to the Bienaymé’s formula, we found thatPlt =

√
N×

Plti with Plt, the total long-term flicker severity index for the
farm, andPlti, the individual flicker severity index for each
unit. Similar hypothesis are used for wind farms [26].

The Energy Storage System is necessary to satisfy the
flicker constraint for some powerful sea-states and for the grid
considered here (apparent short-circuit power of 50 MVA and
grid angle of 60 °). The maximum long-term flicker severity
indexPlt for a wave farm is0.25, according to French rules
[22] for a MV grid (distribution Medium-Voltage grid between
1 kV and 50 kV, typically 20 kV). It is important to note that
the French grid code is one of the most severe grid codes
regarding flicker requirements [3].

D. The Electrical and Thermal Models for the Storage System

The Electrical Energy Storage System studied here consists
of a supercapacitor bank. The electrical model chosen to model
a supercapacitor is the connection of a capacitanceC and a
resistanceESR (Equivalent Series Resistance). This simple
model is considered as valid in the case where the State-of-
Energy is relatively constant. The validity of this hypothesis
will be confirmed by the results.

A reference element is used: a Maxwell cell with a 3,000
Farads capacitance and a 2.7 volts rated voltage [27]. The
series and parallel connections of these elements allow ad-
justing the rated voltage and the energy capacity of the ESS.
All cells are assumed to be identical and to endure the same
stresses. We can notice that balancing circuits are typically
used to compensate voltage deviation between the cells, and
thus help to make this assumption. This model allow the
simple computation of the currentI(t) flowing through one
component from the individual stored powerPSto i.

The self-heating effect is very important because the degra-
dation rate accelerates exponentially with respect to temper-
ature, as we will see later. The thermal time constant of the
cells (around 2000s [27]) are considered to be high enough
relative to the waves period (typically ten seconds) so as to
neglect case temperature variations. In order to determinethe
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case temperature of the elements, we thus introduce a simple
static thermal model:

θc = θa +Rthca ESR× I(t)2 (6)

whereθc andθa are the case and the ambient temperatures (the
latter is assumed to be constant and equal to 25 °C),Rthca the
thermal resistance of the element, andI the current flowing
through the component. The operatorx represents the average
of a quantity over a cycle duration (here one hour). Thus,
during a cycle, the case temperatureθc is considered as a
constant. The thermal resistanceRthca is 3.2 K/W.

E. Supercapacitor Aging Models

A state variableSoA serves to quantify the State-of-Aging;
it is similar to the State-of-Health parameter found in some
battery models [28]. The value is initially 0 and reaches 1 at
the end of the device lifetime.

The supercapacitor aging model has been fully described in
[9]. Aging speed depends on: the case temperatureθc, voltage
across the cellV , and the root mean square current though
the cellIRMS :

dSoA

dt
=

1

T
ref
life

× exp

(

θc − θrefc

θ0

)

×



exp

(

V − V ref

V0

)

+K





× exp

(

kRMS
IRMS

C

)

(7)

where T
ref
life, θ0, θrefc , V0, V ref , K and kRMS are aging

parameters found in [9] and given in Table I.τfilter RMS

corresponds to the time constant used to compute the RMS-
current IRMS . Indeed this value is computed by taking the
square root of the square of the current passed through a first-
order low pass filter, as described in [9].

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE SUPERCAPACITORS AGING MODEL

θ0 11 K

V0 130 mV

K 29 ×10−3

T
ref
life

1470 h

V ref 2.7 V

θref 65 °C

kRMS 68 s.V−1

τfilter RMS 45 s

F. Sizing-Management Co-optimization

The co-optimization problem consists in determining an op-
timized energy capacity for the ESSErated and an optimized
energy management in order to minimize the life cycle cost
Ccycle. The classical way to solve this problem consists in
a management optimization embedded within a global sizing

Fig. 6. Classical (a) and sequential (b) procedures for co-optimization of the
energy management and the ESS sizing

optimization. This is illustrated by the subfigure (a) of the
Figure 6.

The difficulty with the classical method is that the constraint
(flicker) is hard to take into account. In order to remove
the constraint from the co-optimization, a sequentialization is
used in order to separate the management problem in two
different problems: first, a search for all the managements
that meet exactly the constraint and, secondly, the manage-
ment optimization embedded within the sizing optimization,
but without the non-linear constraint (because all the used
management strategies respect the constraint). This second
method is illustrated by the subfigure (b) of the Figure 6.

So before any cost minimization, the first management
optimization consists in finding all the management parameters
combinations that respect exactly the flicker constraint. We can
notice that for the same couple (τ , α), EMin has no effect on
the grid power because it corresponds only to the placement
of the same energy variations into the storage (it is a State-of-
Energy offset). So we only need to find all the (τ , α) couples
that respect the flicker constraint.

Then, during the sizing procedure, the two degrees of free-
dom left (the choice of the (τ , α) couple andEMin) are used
to minimize the average speed of aging. This minimization is
done using a Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm, is repeated for
each energy capacity considered and for both control strategies
(centralized and decentralized).

G. Aggregation and Centralization

A sea-state is described by its significant wave heightHs

and peak wave periodTp. Let’s consider herein a unique
sea-state, adopted as the design sea-state:Hs = 3m and
Tp = 8 s. The energy produced with this sea-state (average
power: 190 kW) over 13 years corresponds to the energy
produced by the system over 20 years at the Yeu Island site
(France). This choice is motivated by the fact that this sea-
state corresponds to the sea-state that have the greater energy
contribution (the multiplication of the average power by the
likelihood of occurrence) for this site and this technology.

We can see an example of time-series obtained for the two
control strategies for the same unit in Fig. 7: the power and the
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energy variation are much smaller with a centralized control.
A more smaller capacity for the storage seems to be necessary
to allow grid integration in this case, but with a more polluted
production of each unit.

Fig. 7. Smoothing of Wave Energy Converter power production: comparison
between a decentralized control and a centralized control that both satisfy the
same flicker constraint

We can use an analogy to explain this result, illustrated by
the figure 8: a listener surrounded by speakers. The speakers
in the crowd represent noise production units, in similar
fashion to wave energy converters which can be considered as
producing power fluctuations from a grid point of view. The
listener perceives the noise generated by all the speakers,in
similar fashion to the grid which receives all the power fluctu-
ations generated by the wave energy converters, thus resulting
in flicker. In order to protect himself from excessive noise,
the listener uses anti-noise panels. From a grid perspective,
this corresponds to using energy storage systems intended to
smooth the incoming power fluctuations, thus reducing the
level of flicker

If we want to limit the noise perceived by the central ear
by installing anti-noise panels around each speaker, like in the
case (a), we can see that the pollution for each speaker of the
crowed is also limited. Similarly, with a decentralized control
of the Energy Storage Systems, the perceived pollution around
the units is reduced.

If we install anti-noise panels exclusively in the direction of
the ear, like in the case (b), we can see that the surface needed
is less important than for (a), but the pollution perceived
by each speaker is more important than for (a). Similarly,
with a centralized control of the Energy Storage Systems, the
perceived pollution around the units is not reduced, but the
effect for the grid is the same with less storage.

Anti-noise panels (reduce noise) /

Energy Storage Systems (reduce flicker)

Ear (perceived noise) /

Grid (perceived flicker)

Speaker (generates noise) /

Unit of production (generates flicker)

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Comparison with audible noise: a crowd makes noise and we want to
install anti-noise panels to limit the noise perceived by the central listener: the
case (a) corresponds to a decentralized smoothing: each speaker is surrounded
by anti-noise panels, the case (b) corresponds to a centralized decision to
install anti-noise panels exclusively towards the ear.

We now can deduce from these preliminary results a quan-
titative comparison on the life cycle cost between the two
control topologies.

III. S IZING TO M INIMIZE THE L IFE CYCLE COST

A. Considering Aging Model Uncertainty

In order to predict the Life Cycle Cost, we must take into
account the number of replacementsNreplace needed during
the period of use of the Wave Energy Farm. This could be done
using the State-of-Aging (SoA) variable and its derivative,
described in II-E:

Nreplace =

⌊

∆SoA

⌋

(8)

Nreplace =

⌊

∫ ∆t

0

dSoA

dt
dt

⌋

(9)

with ∆SoA, the sum of the States-of-AgingSoA of all
installed systems at the end of the lifetime∆t (set at 13 years,
as described in section II-G) and⌊∆SoA⌋, the floor function,
that is the largest integer not greater than∆SoA (when∆SoA

reaches an other integer, we replace the storage system).
But the aging models are not sufficiently accurate to make

precise prediction about replacement needs: it is usual during a
model fitting to have experiments that differ from model within
a factor 2, and it is not rare to find a factor 3. That is why we
want to take into account the uncertainty concerning the aging
model and hypotheses that have impact on aging, such as a
constant ambient temperature. So we will consider now the
expected value of the number of replacement, considered as
a stochastic valueE

(

Nstoch.
replace

)

, with a multiplicative factor
ex that follows a log-normal, also called Galton’s distribution
(that meansx follows a normal distribution):

E

(

Nstoch.
replace

)

=

∫ +∞

−∞

φ (x)

⌊

∫ ∆t

0

ex
dSoA

dt
dt

⌋

dx (10)
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with φ (x), a probability density function of a normal dis-
tribution whose mean value is 0 (there is the same chance
to underestimate or to overestimate the lifetime) and whose
standard deviation isσ = ln(2), corresponding to a typical
error factor of 2 (the lifetime prediction is two time shorter or
longer than the real lifetime). Fig. 9 illustrates this hypothesis.

This method for taking into account aging uncertainty has
already been presented in [29] with a comparison between the
classical method (described by (9)) and the stochastic method
(described by (10)).

Fig. 9. Stochastic aging model: replacement as a function ofmedian lifetime.
For 20, 40 and 60 years, the probabilities to have 0, 1, 2 or 3 replacements
are shown.

Fig. 9 shows the number of replacement as a function of the
lifetime. The different areas represent different probabilities to
have a number of replacement. For a lifetime prediction of 20,
40 and 60 years, we can see the probability to have 0, 1, 2 or
3 replacements.

We can notice that Fig. 9 does not depend on the aging
model or even the problem, but only on the chosen distribution
to represent the aging uncertainty (it corresponds only to
normalized statistical analysis). This probabilistic approach is
close from the areas of reliability and risk analysis: it helps
to reduce the risk taken by sizing decisions.

B. Life Cycle Cost Analysis

The purpose of this model is to determine the sizing that
minimizes the lifetime cost expected valueE

(

Clife

)

; this cost
takes into account the price of losses using a feed-in tariff
set at cFeed−in = 0.15e/kWh, with the initial investment
costing cEnergy = 15 ke/kWh for the supercapacitors. The
replacement cost considers just the price of the new storage
system. So, this model does not take into account either the
intervention cost or production losses during failure, both
of which can be considerable in an offshore system. As
mentioned in the introduction, this method have been used in
an other paper to compare energy storage technologies [29].

The cost expected value is therefore computed with the
following formula:

E
(

Clife

)

= cEnergy ERated (11)

+cEnergy E
(

Nreplace

)

ERated (12)

+cFeed−in Ploss ∆t (13)

where ERated is the rated capacity of the individual ESS,
∆t is the lifetime of the DWEC system, set at 13 years (as
described in section II-G),E

(

Nreplace

)

the expected value of
the number of replacements, defined in section III-A, andPloss

the average power losses in the ESS. Indeed, this losses are
considered prevalent compared to losses in the inverter and
the cables. Fig. 2 illustrates this Life Cycle Cost Analysis.
One storage system is assigned to each of the 19 wave energy
converters considered in this study.

We will compare the Life Cycle Cost of the individual
storage system in both cases (centralized or decentralized
control). We can see in Fig. 7 that this would also have an
impact on the losses in the submarine cables of the farm, but
it is considered here as negligible. The power transported by
the main cable between the farm and the point of connection
is almost the same in both cases, so it will not change the
losses in this cable between this two cases.

C. Results

The expected cost value as a function of individual rated
capacity for both controls is shown in Figure 10 and Table
II lists selected characteristics of the two optimal solutions
corresponding to the two control types.
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Fig. 10. Expected life cycle cost vs. individual energy capacity with the
summation of the investment cost, the replacement expectedcost and the
losses cost.

We can see in Fig. 10 that the choice for the capacity of
the storage systems is overall a trade-off between investment
and replacements : losses have impact on the total cost, but
have small impact on the capacity choice. The ratio between
the two life cycle costs is very important (3.8), close from
the expected

√
N factor (4.4) due to the aggregation effect

(Bienaymé’s formula).
Table II lists, among other things, the round trip efficiency

[30], the probability that no replacement is necessary during
the period of use (p(Nreplace = 0)) and the probability
that, respectively one or two replacements are necessary
(p(Nreplace = 1) andp(Nreplace = 2)).

The two optimums solutions have similar efficiency and
lifetime expectancy according to the Table II. We can notice
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE TWO OPTIMUMS(AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: 25°C)

Decentralized Centralized

Erated 2.3 kWh 0.63 kWh

E(Clife) 53 ke 14 ke

Weight 1000 kg 270 kg

Volume 2.2 m3 0.60 m3

Round trip efficiency 98 % 98 %

Cell max. voltage 2.23 V 1.83 V

Cell min. voltage 1.93 V 1.75 V

Expected lifetime (median) 48 years 43 years

p(Nreplace = 0) 89 % 87 %

p(Nreplace = 1) 9.3 % 11 %

p(Nreplace = 2) 1.0 % 1.4 %

that in order to limit the aging speed, the voltage range
(from 1.93 to 2.23 V for the decentralized control and from
1.75 to 1.83 V for the centralized control) is considerably
reduced compared to the rated voltage for this supercapacitor
technology (2.7 V). It should be noted that the rated voltageis
used to compute the rated capacityErated, so, in both cases,
the operational use of the capacity is very low (17 % for the
decentralized case and 3.9 % for the centralized case). The
fact that this range of State-of-Energy is so small justifiesthe
electrical simplified model.

Clearly, the optimum solutions correspond to cases where
the probability of replacements is small (around 10 %). This
reduces the effect on the cost of the intervention and the losses
during failures, that have been neglected here, even if theycan
be very important.

The expected value of the impact on the cost of energy
E
(

IEnergy

)

can be formulated thanks the formula:

E
(

IEnergy

)

=
E
(

Clife

)

PProd ∆t
(14)

with the energy produced by a single unit during its lifetime
PProd ∆t of 23 GWh.

Thanks to the centralized control, the impact of the ESS on
the energy cost changes from 2.41e per MWh to 0.61e per
MWh.

IV. CONCLUSION

The objective of this study was to determine the eco-
nomic benefit which could be gained from centralizing the
management of Energy Storage Systems. To help make this
determination, electrical, thermal, aging and cost modelshave
all been introduced. The life cycle cost analysis proposed
herein has considered investment, replacements and losses.

Clearly, the centralized (or coordinated) control need a
much smaller energy storage system, but with more power
fluctuations at the output of each devices. So the losses in the
inverter and the farm cables are more important in this case.
This effect is not taken into account in this study, but future
study should investigate the effect on the life cycle cost of
these elements.

The purpose of this sizing exercise has been to minimize
life cycle costs. The final life cycle cost of roughly 14 ke per
unit for a centralized control seems to be acceptable and
represents an impact on energy costs of around 0.61e per
MWh produced. This is negligible compared to a typical feed-
in tariff for wave energy, for example 150eper MWh in
France.

In this case, the aggregation effect significantly reduces the
need of a storage to limit total power fluctuations. The case
study here concerns power quality. However, similar methods
could be used to demonstrate the importance of coordinating
the energy storage systems connected into the grid.

This study is part of a more general design analysis of
a complete electric conversion chain that takes lifetime into
account [16][31]. In the case of DWEC, other more efficient
control strategies are available [32], with more stringentpower
fluctuation. The influence of such control strategies for the
energy recovery should be considered in future research on
this topic.
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